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Editorial 

 
Djibril al-Ayad 

 
 
The quote above, from the radical science fiction series 
by the recently departed Vonda McIntyre, has always 
struck me as a beautifully neat summation of what 
speculative fiction should try to do. It should be 
something different. The aliens shouldn’t just do what 
we would do but with more advanced technology and 
funny-shaped heads, they should do something 
startlingly unexpected, even inexplicable. Even more so 
if we’re talking about social and political behaviour, 
sexual or family arrangements, than the laws of physics 
or whatever. 

As a literary medium, poetry (and to some degree 
flash fiction as well) is well suited to exemplifying the 
unexpected. What makes writing poetic is not just the 
jagged right-hand margin (pace my late friend Matthew 
Sweeney), but also its ability to do innovative things 
with language, to avoid cliché (or to use it in surprising 
new ways), to bend or break the rules of style, structure 
and content, to challenge and to question rather than 
simply to tell a story. A poem or very short story has to 
suggest, set up, prompt with imagery or sound, and let 
the reader fill in backstory, details, often even climax. 
Some of the best speculative fiction can come from this 
combination of innovative form and unexpected content. 
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In this issue we present eleven short pieces of 
speculative fiction, either poetry or flash fiction/prose 
poems, that push the boundaries of genre a bit further 
than we do usually. It’s hard to trace a single theme 
between these tremendously diverse pieces, although 
feminism and other activisms loom large, as you’ll have 
come to expect. There are pieces that revolve around 
love—the love that leads to and nourishes resistance, the 
love that fortifies and motivates us for survival, the love 
that persists in the face of monstrosity and decrepitude, 
love of self and love of family. There is also a strong 
thread of home in this issue: the home as place of that 
we escape from, home that we protect or keep others out 
of, home that we recognize the poverty of, that we 
maintain and fight for. The activism, the resistance, the 
passion echoes through every poem or flash story. 

We’re excited to present this bumper issue, with 
pieces by many new friends and old: Dawn, Hayley, 
Jeana, Jennifer B, Jennifer C, Kim, Michael, Paige, 
Petra, Rebecca and Victoria all thrill us, move us, 
confound us. As always we’re spoiled by the wonderful 
artistry of Cécile, Eric, Fluffgar, Jason, Joyce, 
Katharine, Miguel, Toeken and Valeria (plus J.W. Smith 
and an unnamed Hellenistic sculptor). Please enjoy the 
poems and stories in this issue, and keep an eye out for 
issue 50 this summer, when we’ll have something 
special for you again! 

Djibril al-Ayad, May 2019 
 

Comment on the stories in this issue on the TFF blog: 
http://press.futurefire.net/2019/05/new-issue-

201949.html  



	

 

Ganymede Riots 
Victoria Feistner 

 

 
Illustration © 2019, Miguel Santos 

 
“Are you taking orders! Or are you taking over!” The 
protestors’ chants ricochet along the corridor. 

Lemnie mouths along with them, her breath better 
saved for her exertions. We link arms along the uneven 
deck-plating outside the medina. She grins at me. 
Through the portholes God looks down, its red eye 
unblinking, and I feel its judgment. It knows I don’t 
want to be here. 

Lemnie squeezes my hand, fear and excitement in 
each beat of her pulse. Ahead of us lie the walls of the 
wide-open domed medina and its qasbah: the great 
citadel carved from living moon, crowded with jostling 
protesters of both sides and the automata. 

“Don’t go, pretty ones.” Someone grasps Lemnie, 
and her smile fades. His skin stained orange-red and his 
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grip strong. Miner’s brat, him. “Don’t knock so loud if 
you don’t want trouble to answer!” 

We ignore him. Three days of spilled-guts protests 
pulled all consciences from the middle to a side. I paced 
my cube, gnawing at my knuckles before I chirped 
Lemnie to go with me. Even miners popped out of their 
tunnels, two-legged rats running across decks. But we 
have history on our side, or so I tell myself. 

There’s too many people and we push in. The crowd 
surges and swallows us and I don’t want to be here. 
Right side but wrong fear. The medina gulps us whole. 
An automaton slides by, scanning. “We’re with you,” I 
whisper, reaching out to its domed head, wishing it 
Jupiter’s protection against the shouting dockherders 
who want it—and me—and Lemnie—dead. Who would 
rather we all die short lives than accept new ones. 

Then I notice him, brittle-boned and furious against 
the wrong side. The coming of automata means no child 
will ever suffer his deprivation again, but he doesn’t see 
that, only me raising fingertips in blessing; we’re not 
pretty any more. We’re enemies. He pulls out a blinking 
piece of tech from under his miner’s vest. 

Shouting drowns out Lemnie’s last words to me. 
The automata erupt into desperate movement, and I 

am flung away. Winded, tasting deck. All is legs and 
sirens as the qasba’s tower calves from the rock, rent 
down the middle, spewing fire and chunks of office. 

Chants become screams. The dome of stars cracks. 
Pinned under a fallen automaton, I watch my future 

come for me. 
He grins at me with his broken teeth, mouthing 

words over the exiting air: what we chanted, 
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recognizable and perverted, both. He leaps, arms spread 
to greet our red swirling god; he thinks he’s won. 

But as I struggle to snatch breath, watching the 
crowd and the automata help each other, I know 
different. We who have seen the future will live on and 
rebuild our qasba and medina in our own way and 
stronger than before. His small and cruel-minded 
thinking handed us the very future he fought against. 

God can have him; I choose Ganymede. I am not 
taking orders—I am taking over. 

I am going forwards. 
 



	

 

Salamander Love 
Petra Kuppers 

 

 
Illustration © 2019, Cécile Matthey. 

 
Maria tapped her way across the rock. Her cane’s 
sensitive tip explored the depth of grey granite cracks, 
finding anchor points. She levered herself up the half-
clear-cut hill. Maria’s breath pushed out and in through 
her nostrils, full of pine scent and the subtle metal tang 
of last snow remnants. Thigh muscles clasped hard onto 
her unsteady joints, tried to keep Maria’s progress 
upward straight and arrowed. 

For the first time in a long time, she was far removed 
from her usual spheres, the careful circle of scooter 
travel, wheelchair van, and curb-cut streetscapes. The 
world extended spiky branches, sharp stone blades. 
Blood drops fell from her supporting hand, leaving red 
domes on cold stone. 
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Out here, there was the tightness of thin air. No one 
to hold her up, to press her, steady her as she faltered. 
Where was everybody? Had no one else heard the 
tsunami warning? Had no one heeded it by heading 
upward, past the granite, to the far small trees that 
stabbed fingers into the cold white sky? 

Maria continued. Fingers gripped ice cold rocks, 
hove up, arm muscles trembled. It was too cold for 
spiders and poisonous snakes, wasn’t it? Were there 
scorpions around here? A foot rammed heavy onto 
stone, impact reverberating up a tender spine. Breath. 
Push. Cane arc. 

The small of Maria’s back. Pain flared a blood-red 
butterfly. Her ears listened back, downward, to the 
coastal plain. She listened for silence, or the boom of a 
wave, or the crushing roar of a freight train—any of the 
ways of the watery end. 

She stopped. Ahead of her, cradled by a slight 
hollow in a boulder’s surface, a creature stared back at 
her. Salamander. Small, less than the length of her palm. 
Black skin glistened in the dense light of winter. 
Highlights of sky blue dots, as if paint dripped onto the 
animal’s back. Gentle lid tents sheltered protuberant 
eyes. Small delicate feet anchored, black and blue toes 
spread wide. One dark bulging red line ran across the 
creature’s neck. 

Maria recognized this red line—a local mutation she 
had read about on water activists’ blogs, surrounded by 
much speculation about third genders, new holding 
nooks and distribution patterns for sticky sperm packets. 
The news about the mutation had been part of a long 
article on the erotic dances of salamanders, males 
offering sperm packets to females, everybody tied up in 
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a ball of salamander lust, shivering in the water as male 
salamander fanned glandular promises toward receptive 
membranes. Female salamanders winnowed, carefully 
nosing sperm packets dropped into mud. Eventually, 
they were ready to make their choice. 

Now, pollution and environmental change were 
shifting the epigenome. The genetic material developed 
in contact with the world and created more options for 
survival, as endocrine disruptors shifted direct hormonal 
contact. New body pouches appeared in spotted bodies 
to extend readiness in case of catastrophe. Lonelinesses, 
no more entwined water wheels. Maria looked for 
sadness in the salamander’s eyes, this lonely creature, 
one of a kind, ready to extend a sperm packet into a new 
kind of eternity. 

This salamander—He? She? Them?—fixed dark 
eyes on Maria. Their calm openness. A shiver ran 
through spine and electric tail of both living beings. 

In that shudder, she remembered a different creature 
on the edges of water and land. An ancient alligator, 
huge to her 6-year-old self, staring at her as she sat 
between her dad’s legs on a kayak in a state park in 
Florida. She remembered the story of the white trapper 
who lived alone in a cabin far out in the swamps. 
Looking into the reptile’s eyes, she had imagined herself 
developing scales. She grasped her father’s corduroy 
pants, rough and fissured, and wished for a green 
carapace to grow over her own brown skin. She had 
wanted to swim out and gobble up that lonely trapper, 
swallow hands and feet, thick shoe soles growing tender 
in her stomach acids. There had been iron in the air, a 
slow amphibian wink, then a father’s hard slap when 
Maria tried to lower a small hand into the water. 
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The roar came. Maria and salamander held their 
gazes, eyes bright. The salamander addressed her. 

Will you swim with me? 
Maria blinked. 
The wave came quickly. The cane came adrift. 

Rocks levitated. Dark green pine boughs jetted by, made 
Maria twist out of the way in shock and fear. The 
salamander’s toes wrapped around Maria’s finger. There 
was a pull to the left. There was a cave. She sheltered. 

Will you be with me? It is your choice. 
Maria listened, searched for breath. The red line 

pulsed. Synovial fluids in Maria’s knee joints drifted 
toward the gaps between her femur head and her pelvic 
bone. The red line opened. Hollows shifted, released, 
contracted. 

She remembered her biology class: spotted 
salamanders’ gender can only be determined by 
examining and comparing their cloacae, holes of 
elimination and reproduction. You need more than one 
salamander to know, and you need to handle them 
during breeding season. 

Breath. Oil-shimmered surfaces pulled a rainbow 
apart as the water jumped toward the hill’s brow. 

The water was brown now, gritty. Maria’s eyes, 
scratched, turned inward. The surge ran over the land, 
crested on the hill, and settled. The salamander’s sky 
blue shimmered toward her. 

Maria decided. 



	

 

I Believe 
Dawn Vogel 

 

 
Illustration © 2019, Katharine A. Viola. 

 
There’s a monster under my bed. Her name is Hermana. 
She’s black and gray striped like a tiger, but she looks 
more like a teddy bear with fangs and claws. 

She doesn’t like her name. I told her she could use 
mine, but she doesn’t think Chloe suits her, and it’s hard 
to pronounce with her fangs. 

I told her she can call me “E”, because that’s the 
easy part of my name. 

Hermana-who-does-not-want-to-be-Chloe is best 
friends with the monster in my closet. Their name is 
Bug, but they don’t look like a bug. They’re round in 
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the middle with some spindly limbs. Sometimes three, 
sometimes seven, and one time, thirty-twelve. 

Which isn’t a real number, but that’s how many there 
were. 

They only have thirty-twelve legs when there’s 
trouble. 

The trouble won’t come inside, though, because we 
have other house monsters too. Felix under the stairs, 
who nips at my toes when I go up and down. Chuckles 
in the chimney, who laughs or howls, depending on his 
mood. And Granny in the attic. 

Not my real Granny. That’s just her name. I hear her 
rocking chair, soothing me and her, when I go to bed. 

Hermana told me about the last incursion. That’s a 
fancy word for attack. The outside monsters tried to 
come inside, before we moved here. 

The last family didn’t believe in monsters under the 
bed, in the closet, under the stairs, up the chimney, or in 
the attic. And that made the house monsters sad and 
weak. So they couldn’t stop in the incursion of the 
outside monsters. 

I’ve seen the outside monsters. That’s how I know 
the house monsters are nice. The ones outside have no 
skin, sharp teeth, big eyes that never blink. And they tell 
me they like to eat Chloes and Mommies and Daddies. 

I told them no. 
I believe in my monsters. They promise to keep me 

safe. They’ll keep Mommy and Daddy safe too, as long 
as I believe. 

 
I still believe in monsters, and I’m going to keep on 

believing. 
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Mom and Dad think it’s just a phase, that I’ll grow 
up someday. 

But I won’t doubt. 
The outside monsters go to my school now. They 

have names like Chet and Tiffany. They pretend they’re 
human, but I see them for what they are. No skin, sharp 
teeth, big eyes that never blink. 

I tell Mom and Dad I want to be homeschooled, but 
they say no. 

I hide in the library a lot and find the books about 
monsters. The books don’t talk about my house 
monsters, but that’s okay. I still believe. 

The books do tell me enough to cobble together a 
plan on how to stop the outside monsters. I only wear 
silver jewelry. I carry bags of herbs. The outside 
monsters like Chet and Tiffany call me witch and freak, 
but I don’t listen. 

They stay away. 
But the house monsters don’t like my silver and my 

herbs either. It makes them uncomfortable too. They’re 
not so different from the outside monsters, they tell me. 
They’ve just chosen to be good. 

They promise they’ll stay in the house, but they have 
to keep their distance. 

No friends at school. No more friends at home. 
I still believe. 

 
It’s hard to believe in monsters once you’re in the 

real world. The people are bad enough. Or maybe the 
monsters have learned to pretend to be people. They 
wear fake skins, file their sharp teeth down, and teach 
themselves to blink. 
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I’m too busy dealing with people, and I forget about 
Hermana, Bug, Felix, Chuckles, and Granny. 

I don’t hear their voices when I call Mom. (Dad left 
after I did.) She’s going to sell the house anyway, 
because she doesn’t need all that space. 

And in my cozy apartment in the city, with no more 
ties to my old house, and dealing with people who are 
worse than monsters most of the time, I’d forget about 
my monsters entirely. 

If I didn’t smell Granny’s lavender, hear Chuckles 
voice, feel Felix nipping at my toes, taste the cotton 
candy sweet of Bug’s round middle, and see Hermana 
on my doorstep. 

“Do you still believe?” they ask. 
I’d stopped, just for a moment. And they had to find 

me. 
I do still believe. 
There are no stairs or chimney or attic in my cozy 

apartment, but we make do. 
Hermana and Felix share the space under my bed. 

Chuckles joins Bug in my closet. 
Granny doesn’t take up space, just rocks the other 

chair while I watch TV. 
I do still believe. 



	

 

Not Far Enough 
Paige Elizabeth Smith 

 

 
Illustration © 2019, Fluffgar. 
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I left my home planet ten years ago  
      and never looked back.  
            (couldn’t, anyway, no portholes  
                  in economy class). 

 
I meet folk at the bar and I always know:  
      they’ve got red-orange pigment like me  
            cooling fins on their neck, adapted for a 
scorched world,  
                  chatting in the old tongue. 

 
“I just really miss the gravity of home,  
      everywhere else I feel like a whale.” 

 
I say nothing, remembering the hushed hell,  
      my neighbor threatening to buy me as his wife  
            every time I knocked over his watercatchers — 

 
the ever-salted air, the bent figures of my parents,  
      who spent their working lives in the quarnium 
mines  
            and still dream of their lottery holiday, offplanet. 

 
Even weirder when I get someone  
      from my own small shithole continent,  
            “Wow you used to go to M. Rozel’s restaurant?  
                  Did M. McCarthy teach you history too?” 
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I discover she’s married to my high school sweetheart,  
  and wants me to stay and get slammed on fizzdrinks —
             but I say, “Sorry, got work in the morning,” 

 
thinking (as I sit on the airbus home  
      whizzing stealthily over neon ads  
            and interplanetary housing  
                  dressed in a sweater!) 

 
Ten goddamn lightyears  
      is not far enough. 



	

 

Lights 
Kim Whysall-Hammond 

 

 
Illustration © 2019, Toeken. 

Moonlight feathers treetops  
reveals hill slopes, shadows gullies  
sketches out my beautiful moors  
Where lone headlights angle skywards  
twist along the high road.  
I watch at the window on this cold night  
as the car winds along towards us  
praying  
(to whoever may  
or may not be listening)  
that traitor Moon  
will not glint on my rifle barrel. 
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Gripping the gun with amateur’s nerves,  
I reach for Eva’s hand  
and we hold our breath while  
a child cries fitfully  
from another room  
We all have broken sleep in these remaining days  
nightmares of the plague  
that took so many  
leaving the mad, bad  
and us, the desperate.  
We eke out, stand watch, wait.  
For what? For a quiet death perhaps.  
But in the day we want very much to live  
so we tend straggling sheep, shoot rabbit,  
go on. 

Fear clutches my gut as the car turns past empty houses  
and down along our valley road,  
a form of relief washes us as it continues on  
following the river to richer pickings in the southern 
towns.  
I move my baby to feed at my other breast  
and mourn the futures stolen from her,  
the violence awaiting. 



	

 

Cleopatra Diaries 
Jennifer Crow 

 

 
Image courtesy Metropolitan Museum of Art (public domain) 
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Day 1. 

Obviously, in a previous life I had looks  
to go with my brains, power  
to match my ambitions.  
How long must I suffocate  
in this ratty old rug, waiting  
for some future emperor to unroll me? 

Day 27. 

I grow weary; impatience  
is the asp at my breast, and its poison  
gnaws me like the saw teeth  
of a savannah predator.  
I should be the one hunting,  
not hungering. 

Day 113. 

Typical, how I must languish  
and watch the other boats drift  
down this pathetic excuse for a Nile.  
How I long to set foot  
on a rocking deck, and let  
the wind fill lateen sails and float me away. 

Day 438. 

How disappointing.  
The emperor’s handsome challenger  
has died in a wreck. 
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Day 572. 

I know I left my ambitions  
somewhere in this mess. I have shifted  
a thousand papers, shelved  
a hundred books, thrown away  
the gowns and slippers that no longer  
fit. What a mess I have become, an unfinished life. 

Day 694. 

Hesitation is for the fearful,  
the incompetent, the lost.  
This palace has become a pleasant  
prison, this view of rivers and fields  
an excuse to linger, incomplete.  
The wind carries the scent of the sea. 

Day 695. 

I see a gleam on the horizon  
like the lighthouse at Alexandria.  
And if I dare leave the palace  
of my fears? If I cross the threshold  
to unknown roads, what have I lost  
but the dull patterns cast 

in someone else’s mosaic, or  
some other queen’s cherished tapestries?  
I hesitate for a moment, blinking  
away the sun’s burn, and then  
I take that step, out of the history  
of sorrow, to the possibility of joy. 



	

 

Falling Out 
Hayley Stone 

 
 
 
 

 
Illustration © 2019, Eric Asaris 
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Every valkyrie dreams  
her teeth out eventually—  
gums muddied with blood,  
words blistering as they quit 

her violent mouth. Crushed  
between grave-stained fingers  
tiny corpses of bone come 

loose, no longer held back  
by a smile; finally freed 

to choose for themselves. 

 



	

 

Moon 
Jeana Jorgensen 

 
 
 

 
Illustration © 2019, Joyce Chng. 
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you occupied the sun  
you took the day  
and drive and intellect.  
you exiled us to the moon,  
stapled self to uterus,  
branded us with our own blood 

so now the moon is ours,  
and in the darkness we gather  
our kin (trans and queer sisters,  
sex workers and submissives,  
allies and infiltrators)  
and we celebrate, mourn, and wait. 

you  
wonder  
why  
we embrace the moon 

you  
(mostly men,  
some white feminists)  
wonder at the appeal 

why:  
the black moon cosmetics  
the luna pole shorts  
the crescent moon necklaces  
the moon earrings  
the moon tattoos  
the moon leggings 

we make and buy moon merch,  
we exercise in it, etch it on our skin,  
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and when you realize you are surrounded by the moon  
it will be too late  
because you taught us to shine in the darkness  
you told us we were only good to envelop  
and to be your shadows, reflecting your light. 

when a sea of moon-wearing women  
washes over you,  
with crescent grins and luminous teeth,  
when we conquer through cannibalism,  
when we consume your light and shine from within—  
then we’ll reset the balance,  
redistribute celestial and earthly symbolism and power. 

though maybe we’ll keep the moon to ourselves  
for a while. 



	

 

Red Tide at the Finca 
Michael Díaz Feito 

 

 
Illustration © 2019, Jason Baltazar. 
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My kids, there’s a bat on the bird feeder,  
and it’s clawing at the seeds like we do.  
If you get the urge for digging by hand,  
fingernails in earth, remember how far  
we’ve been diminished, and don’t hunger  
for dirt only the up-upper decks can buy.  
When ignoring this consejo, conjure me  
up like Shmuel, so I can condemn it and  
pass on pictures of that dark place where  
my grudges will go to be reupholstered.  
Here’s a hopeful forecast as you snooze:  
¡fo! Our home’s flooded with sargassum.  
That cross-dimensional brimstone seeps  
in, no ebb to the flow of stench and love  
toxins, which preserve me in the bloom,  
an amniotic chickee hut from which jelly  
I’ll watch you play tag or hide-and-seek  
or Marco Polo in the spaceship’s vivero,  
and warn you to catch what the bat drops,  
because real hunger’s hollowing out soon. 

 



	

 

The Wolf’s Tale 
Rebecca Buchanan 

 

 
Illustration © 1911, Jessie Wilcox Smith. 
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She stole my child.  
Stripped off her skin,  
marched her naked  
beneath the sun  
until she forgot  
that she had ever been a wolf. 

She is lost to me.  
She has been walking  
too long  
on two legs. 

Ah, but the little one 

—my grandchild, mine, not hers— 

I have seen her,  
red-cloaked,  
hopping through the shrubs,  
jumping from logs,  
sniffing at rabbits and birds. 

She knows her wolf blood. 

She remembers,  
even if she does not know  
what she remembers. 

My rage is patient. 

I shall wait in my woods. 
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And when,  
at last,  
too curious,  
she steps off the path,  
I will remind her  
how to walk on four legs  
instead of two,  
I will teach her  
how to hunt by moon and wind,  
and I will show her  
the sharpness of her teeth—  
and that a wolf’s  
best revenge  
is a full belly. 



	

 

Shrouded 
Jennifer Bushroe 

 

 
Illustration © 2019, Valeria Vitale. 

I am still  
waiting  
      for the sea to send you back  
hoping  
      for proof you are sinew and bone  
and not the haze of a man  
I barely recall after  
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twenty  
long  
years 

I am still  
hounded  
      by suitors  
betrayed  
      by servants  
I cannot  
bide my time  
so I  
weave my time  
instead 

I am still  
creating  
      with each sun  
unraveling  
      with each moon  
a burial shroud for your father  
It might as well  
be  
my  
own 
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The Future Fire welcomes submissions of 
speculative fiction and poetry with progressive, 
inclusive and socially aware disposition. We are 
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postcolonial and ecological themes, and writing 
by under-represented voices. 
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• Poetry: pay $10 per poem 
• Illustrations: pay $10 per story illustrated 

(+$10 for the image we use as cover art).  
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